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Characterization of the surface structure of CH 3 and CF3 terminated
n-alkanethiol monolayers self assembled on Au ˆ111‰

L. Houssiau, M. Graupe, R. Colorado, Jr., H. I. Kim, T. R. Lee, S. S. Perry, and J. W.
Rabalaisa)

Department of Chemistry, University of Houston, Houston, Texas 77204-5641

~Received 6 July 1998; accepted 19 August 1998!

Surface elemental and structural characterization of hexadecanethiol and heptadecanethiol (C16 and
C17 for short! and 16,16,16-trifluorohexadecanethiol (FC16) self-assembled monolayers~SAMs! on
a Au$111% surface have been obtained from time-of-flight scattering and recoiling spectrometry. The
clean Au surface was also characterized in order to identify the azimuthal orientation of the SAMs
with respect to the substrate. Classical ion trajectory simulations were used to relate the
experimental scattering and recoiling data to the surface structure. The scattered and recoiled atoms
originate from the outermost five–six atomic layers, and azimuthal anisotropy was observed in the
measurements. The results provide a model for the SAMs in which the alkyl chains chemisorb with
the S atoms situated above the face-centered-cubic~fcc! threefold sites of the Au$111% surface to
form a continuous film with a (A33A3)R30° structure that fully covers the Au surface. The
orientation of the molecular axis azimuth of the SAMs relative to the Au azimuthal directions was
determined. The data indicate that the molecular chains have specific tilt and twist angles relative to
the Au surface and six coexisting domains resulting from the six equivalent tilt directions of the
molecular axis. Dramatic changes in the anisotropic patterns of the ion scattering azimuthal scans
from the surfaces of the SAMs with different terminations were observed. These phenomena result
from the different tilt angles of the CH3 and CF3 groups. The data are consistent with free rotation
of both the CH3 and CF3 groups. The C16 SAM exhibited the best azimuthal features and was more
resistant to radiation damage from the incident Ar1 scattering beam than the other films. Due to the
tilt angle of the SAMs, an ‘‘ion’s eye view’’ of the structure, i.e., the positions of the atomic cores
as experienced by the incoming keV ions, reveals a regular array of sloping cavities within each unit
cell. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!70244-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The chemisorption of organosulfur compounds such
alkanethiols on metal surfaces to form well-defined orga
overlayers known as self-assembled monolayers~SAMs! has
been an active area of research over the past decade d
the considerable interest of these films for basic research
for technological applications.1 SAMs are usually prepare
on metal substrates by immersion of the substrate into a
lution of the adsorbate in an organic solvent such as etha
Synthetic methods for preparation of these dense, orie
molecular films have been described.2 A detailed understand
ing of the structure, molecular packing, and surface term
tion of these films is essential for understanding the relati
ships between microscopic structure and macrosco
chemical and physical properties. An array of experimen
analytical techniques, including x-ray photoelectron sp
troscopy ~XPS!,3 ellipsometry,4 reflection infrared
spectroscopy,5 transmission electron microscopy6 ~TEM!,
atomic force microscopy7–11 ~AFM!, scanning tunneling
microscopy12–16 ~STM!, Raman spectroscopy,17 metastable
induced electron spectroscopy18 ~MIES!, and low energy
electron,19–21 low energy He atom,22 and grazing incidence
x-ray23 diffraction, have been used to characterize the str

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
9130021-9606/98/109(20)/9134/14/$15.00
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ture, order, and bonding of these films. These structures h
also been studied theoretically24–26 using molecular dynam-
ics simulations and quantum mechanical calculations.

The various experimental and theoretical studies re
enced above have provided an excellent basis for un
standing the structures of SAMs. In this paper, we app
for the first time, the technique of time-of-flight scatterin
and recoiling spectrometry27 ~TOF-SARS! to investigate the
normal alkanethiols@CH3~CH2!n21SH#, wheren516 ~hexa-
decanethiol! and 17 ~heptadecanethiol!, and an alkanethiol
with a CF3 terminal group@CF3~CH2!15SH# ~16,16,16-tri-
fluorohexadecanethiol!, which were deposited on a Au$111%
surface. Henceforth, we will refer to these molecules as C16,
C17, and FC16, respectively. Analysis of such complex stru
tures is a major challenge for TOF-SARS. Our objective is
take advantage of the novel capabilities of TOF-SARS
order to attempt to answer some of the outstanding quest
concerning the structures of the surfaces of SAMs. Some
these questions concern the nature of the chemisorption
of the alkanethiol chains on the$111% metal surfaces, the
orientation of the terminal groups at the surface, the deg
of free rotation of the terminal groups, the tilt and twi
angles of the chains, and the differences in the degree
ordering of even and odd carbon chains of nearly the sa
chain length.
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Here we detail the capabilities of TOF-SARS and
application to structural analyses of organic films. First,
high surface sensitivity of the technique provides inform
tion on the outermost layers of the SAMs. It does not pro
down to the sulfur-metal interface, which is buried bene
16 or 17 layers of carbon atoms. In order to identify t
chemisorption site of alkanethiols on metal surfaces, we h
recently28 investigated the chemisorption of the simplest p
totypical model alkanethiol compound, methaneth
@CH3SH#, on Pt$111% and Au$111% surfaces. The nature o
the chemisorption site of methanethiol on a surface can
probed directly by TOF-SARS since by judicious choice
beam incidence and scattering angles, it is possible to p
down to the metallic substrate. It is generally believed t
chemisorption occurs at a threefold site in which the ads
bate is centered above an equilateral triangle formed by t
first-layer atoms. There are, however, two different threef
sites on$111% surfaces, i.e., the fcc site, which is direct
above a third-layer atom and the hexagonal-close-pac
~hcp! site, which is directly above a second-layer atom. TO
SARS, coupled with classical ion trajectory simulations29

has recently shown28 that CH3SH is chemisorbed on Pt$111%
by bonding of the S atom to a fcc threefold site at roo
temperature. At elevated temperatures, both the S and C
oms are bonded to the Pt surface at fcc and hcp three
sites, respectively. Second, TOF-SARS has short-ra
structure sensitivity, i.e., it samples the ordered regions
the surface on a length scale of,10 Å. These ordered re
gions produce anisotropic scattering and recoiling featu
that contain compositional and structural information. T
disordered regions and defects produce isotropic scatte
and recoiling features that are observed as a continu
background in the angular scans. For example, the struc
of crystalline paraffin films30 and benzene31 chemisorbed on
single crystal metal surfaces have been deciphered by T
SARS. Third, the ability to directly detect hydrogen wi
high sensitivity allows study of the nature of the surfa
hydrogen, its involvement in the surface structure, and
degree of free rotation of the methyl end groups on the s
face. The main limitations in studying SAMs terminated
other end groups are the limited mass resolution and
sensitivity of fluorinated moieties to radiation damag
Fourth, since this is a real-space technique, interpretatio
the data in terms of model structures is straightforward,
the data can be simulated directly using classical ion tra
tory calculations. More detailed comparisons to other te
niques can be found elsewhere.27,32

The paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly d
scribes the experimental and computational methods use
the study. Section III provides some structural considerati
that are helpful for presentation and interpretation of the
perimental and simulated results. The experimental res
are presented in Sec. IV, first for the clean underly
Au$111% substrate and then for the three different SAMs. T
simulations of the angular scans are presented in Sec
along with the models used in the calculations. The result
the experiments and simulations are discussed in Sec. VI
the conclusions are summarized in Sec. VII.
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II. METHODS AND MATERIALS

TOF-SARS was used for surface elemental analysis
structural characterization. Details of the technique ha
been described elsewhere.27 Briefly, a pulsed noble gas ion
beam irradiates the sample surface in an ultrahigh vacu
~UHV! chamber, and TOF spectra of the scattered and
coiled ions plus fast neutrals are measured. The primar
keV beam employed herein was Ne1 for scattering from the
Au substrate atoms and Ar1 for recoiling of H, C, and F
atoms. The ion pulse width was; 50 ns, the pulse repetition
rate was 30 kHz, the average beam current was 1 nA/c2,
and the TOF drift region was 90 cm long. The Ar scatteri
and H, C, and F recoiling intensities were calculated as
integrated intensity in 0.3ms windows centered under th
respective peaks following background subtraction. The
gular notation is defined as follows:a is the beam incident
angle relative to the surface;d is the crystal azimuthal angle
u is the scattering and recoiling angle.

Classical ion trajectory simulations were carried out
means of the three-dimensional scattering and recoiling
aging code~SARIC! developed in this laboratory.SARIC is
based on the binary collision approximation, uses scree
Coulomb potentials to describe the interactions between
oms, and includes both out-of-plane and multiple scatter
Details of the simulation have been published elsewhere29

Hexadecanethiol (C16) and heptadecanol were purchas
from Aldrich Chemical Co. and used as received. Hepta
canethiol (C17) was synthesized from heptadecanol usi
standard methods. 16,16,16-Trifluorohexadecanethiol (FC16)
was synthesized using an established procedure.33 The pol-
ished $111% Au single-crystal surface was cleaned by r
peated cycles of 0.5 keV Ar1 sputtering and annealing t
550 °C in the UHV chamber. Annealing was accomplish
by electron bombardment heating from behind the crys
The surface was considered clean and well ordered whe
impurity peaks were observed in the TOF-SARS spectra
the low energy electron diffraction~LEED! image exhibited
sharp spots in a hexagonal pattern. The SAMs were prep
ex situby immersing the gold substrate into 1 mM solutio
of the alkanethiols in ethanol for periods of 24 h. Followin
reintroduction into the vacuum system, no further treatme
were performed, since sputtering would have damaged
monolayer and annealing would have likely desorbed it,
least partially. The chamber was baked at a low tempera
~;50 °C! for several days upon insertion of each ne
sample. The major limitation of the experiment is the sam
degradation under ion bombardment. Even though TO
SARS uses a low flux, pulsed ion beam, these organic m
ecules are extremely sensitive to the impinging keV io
Recoil events can damage a molecule, manifested as d
drogenation in case of H recoil or cleavage of C–C bonds
case of C recoil. Introduction of these types of defects
essentially irreversible since the defective structure canno
corrected by annealing as in metal and semicondu
samples. LEED measurements were not attempted on
SAMs due to the well known high sensitivity of these film
to electron beam damage. Furthermore, LEED patterns19–21

of SAMs are available in the literature.
The total ion dose required for acquisition of a sing
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TOF-SARS spectrum is;1011 ions/cm2. The total ion dose
after completion of an azimuthal scan on a fresh sampl
;1013 ions/cm2 and produces no observable degradation
the sample surface. However, sample degradation in the f
of loss of some of the surface hydrogen was observed a
performing such scans several times~typically four to five
times! on a single sample. Therefore, the accumulated t
ion dose where degradation was first noticed was;5
31013 ions/cm2, which can be compared with the surfa
carbon density of;431014 atoms/cm2. At this stage, no
anisotropy of the scattered ion intensity can be measu
which indicates that the surface structure is already hea
disturbed. Further irradiation leads to an increase of the
multiple scattering peak from Au. This indicates that so
ions can reach the substrate through the defective, sputt
SAM layer. A sharp Au scattering peak eventually appear
the final stage of degradation. All data, presented herein w
collected in the range of low ion doses (,5
31013 ions/cm2) in order to avoid the complications o
sample degradation.

III. STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS

It is helpful to use structural models in order to aid in t
presentation and discussion of the TOF-SARS experime
results andSARIC simulations. Such models are presented
this section. The proposed model for the SAMs is deriv
from the experimental and simulated data, as will be deta
in the ensuing sections.

One of the objectives of this study is to relate the str
ture of the SAMs to that of the Au$111% substrate, i.e., relat
ing the Au crystallographic azimuthal directions to t
nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor directions o
SAMs. In order to accomplish this, after TOF-SARS me
surements had been made on a SAM, the film was remo
from the surface by sputtering and annealing without mov
the Au substrate. The azimuthal features of the Au were t
measured, allowing direct relation of these Au features to
previously measured SAM features. The first-layer Au ato
exhibit 60° periodicity, whereas the subsurface layers exh
120° periodicity, as shown in Fig. 1. If the incident ion bea
scatters along the 30° direction~^2̄11& azimuth! or along the
90° direction ~^1̄1̄2& azimuth!, the second- and third-laye

FIG. 1. Plan view of the ideal bulk-terminated Au$111% surface illustrating
the azimuthal angled assignments and the sixfold and threefold symme
of the first- and second-layer atoms, respectively.
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atoms are accessible to the beam at different incident an
a. This can be observed in Fig. 1 from the drawing of t
atoms in the plane perpendicular to the$111% surface along
the 30°^2̄11& azimuth and along the 90°^1̄1̄2& azimuth.

Each molecular chain was allowed three degrees of fr
dom as shown in Fig. 2:~i! the tilt angle of the molecular
chain with respect to the surface normall, ~ii ! the molecular
axis azimuthn, i.e., the angle between the projection of t
molecular axis onto the Au$111% plane and the Aû1̄10& azi-
muth, which is the Au nearest-neighbor direction, and~iii !
the twist anglem, defined by the angle made by the cha
plane and the plane perpendicular to the surface contai
the chain axis. SAMs are composed of an ordered assem
of such oriented molecules. Since keV ions scatter fr
atomic cores, i.e., the nucleus plus core electrons, wh
radii are,0.2 Å, an ‘‘ion’s eye view’’ of a SAM surface is
a rather open structure, as shown in Fig. 3.

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

A. Time-of-flight spectra

A typical TOF spectrum from the clean Au surface
shown in Fig. 4. The peak is identified by using the simp
binary collision approximation to determine the scatteri
and recoiling energies and corresponding flight times for
various atomic collisions involved. The spectrum of cle
Au exhibits a single sharp, intense peak for scattering fr
Au atoms, i.e., Au~s!, which is centered at 7.0ms. A broad,
low intensity Ar multiple scattering peak, i.e., Au~ms!, is
observed at;7.7 ms. There is no evidence of contaminan
in this spectrum.

Typical TOF spectra from the C16, C17, and FC16 SAM-
covered Au surfaces are shown in Figs. 5~a!, 5~b!, and 5~c!,
respectively. The spectra from the hydrocarbon SA
covered surfaces exhibit peaks due to recoil of H at 5.1
C at 6.3 ms, i.e., H(r ) and C(r ). The spectrum from the
fluorocarbon SAM-covered surface exhibits a peak due
recoil of F atoms, i.e., F(r ), at 7.2ms in addition to H(r ) and
C(r ). The FC16 molecule differs from the C16 molecule by
replacement of the terminal methyl group by a trifluorom
ethyl group. This leads to a decrease of the H(r ) peak in the
TOF-SARS spectrum of Fig. 5~c! by about 30% as compare

FIG. 2. Drawing of an alkanethiol chain defining the tilt angle of the m
lecular chain with respect to the surface normal~l!, the molecular axis
azimuth~n!, and twist angle~m!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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to Fig. 5~a!, which gives a good estimate of the fraction o
the hydrogen recoil signal H(r ) resulting from the terminat-
ing moieties.

The sharp scattering peak of Au~s! is not observed on the
SAM-covered surfaces because the Ar atoms do not pe
etrate through the 16 or 17 layer carbon chains down to t
Au substrate. This result shows that the SAMs form contin
ous films that fully cover the Au substrate. No sharp A
scattering peak is observed from the SAMs themselves b
cause theu550° scattering angle used in the experiment
far above the critical angles for single scattering of Ar from
light atoms such as H, C, and F. The Ar multiple scatterin
feature becomes more distinct as the scattering angle is lo
ered. For example, atu540°, the broad, monotonically de-
creasing intensity feature in the region 7–12ms of Fig. 5~d!

FIG. 3. Proposed ‘‘ion’s eye view’’ model for the CH3~CH2!15SH SAM on
Au$111%. The methyl C atoms at the surface are represented by solid bla
circles. The methylene C atoms of the molecular chains are represented
progressively smaller circles of lighter shades of gray with descending de
below the surface. The H atoms are represented by small open circles.
S atoms at the Au surface are labeled as such. Due to the inclination an
of the chains, the cores of the upper 12 C atoms of each chain are dire
exposed to the surface normal. The outline of the (A33A3)R30° unit cell is
indicated. This ‘‘ion’s eye view’’ of the surface exhibits a regular array o
sloping cavities of width;5.0, length;8.7, and depth;12 Å within each
unit cell. The inset shows the azimuthal orientation of the Au$111% structure
with respect to that of the SAM unit cell. Note the different length scale
used to represent the SAM and the Au structures.

FIG. 4. TOF-SARS spectrum of 4 keV Ar scattering from a clean Au$111%
surface. Au~s!5quasisingle scattering of Ar from Au; Au~ms!5multiple
scattering of Ar from Au; incident anglea522°; scattering and recoiling
angleu550°.
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is due to Ar multiple scattering from the C atoms, i.e
C~ms!. Since the critical angle34 for Ar single scattering from
C atoms in the classical limit isu5sin21(MC/MAr)517°,
the scattered Ar atoms observed in this region foru540°
must have each undergone at least three binary collision

The radiation damage effects observed for the C16

sample are shown in Fig. 6. The relative H(r ) and C(r ) peak
intensities decrease due to loss of hydrogen and carbon
the relative C~ms! intensity increases with increasing io
dose due to damage and the consequent disorder of the fi
The Au~s! peak becomes visible at a dose
;1015 ions/cm2, indicating that portions of the SAM hav
been sputtered away and the ion beam has direct acce
the Au substrate.

B. Identification of the Au ˆ111‰ azimuthal directions

1. Incident angle a scans

Information on the subsurface structure along plan
perpendicular to the surface can be obtained35 by measuring
scattering or recoiling intensities as a function of the incid
anglea along different azimuthal directionsd. At grazinga,
all atoms lie within the shadow cones of their precedi
neighbors. Asa is increased, the impact parameter requir
for scattering or recoiling intou becomes accessible and
sharp increase in the scattered or recoiled intensity is
served due to focusing of ions at the edges of the shadow
and blocking cones. This critical incident angleac observed
at lowesta corresponds to the angle at which first-layer
oms move out of the shadowing and blocking cones of th
first-layer neighbors. Subsequent critical incident anglesac

observed at highera correspond to the angles at whic
subsurface-layer atoms move out of the shadowing
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FIG. 5. TOF-SARS spectra of 4 keV Ar scattering and recoiling from se
assembled monolayers on a Au$111% surface. ~a! CH3~CH2!15SH at u
550°; ~b! CH3~CH2!16SH at u550°; ~c! CF3~CH2!15SH at u550°; ~d!
CH3~CH2!15SH at u540°. u is the scattering and recoiling angle and th
incident angle isa522°.
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blocking cones of atoms in layers nearer to the surface.
positions of theac’s provide a direct measure of the inte
atomic spacings as shown elsewhere.35

The crystallographic azimuthal directions of the Au$111%
surface can be determined by measuring incident anga
scans along thed530 and 90° directions. TOF spectra sim
lar to those for clean Au in Fig. 4 were obtained and t
intensity of the scattering peak was plotted as a function oa
as shown in Fig. 7. The critical incident angleac is measured
at the position corresponding to 50% of the peak height a
background subtraction. Along thed590° direction, only
two peaks are observed corresponding to twoac’s, whereas
along thed530° direction, three peaks are observed cor
sponding to threeac’s. In order to interpret thesea scans,
the shape of the shadow cone for 4 keV Ne scattering fr
an Au atom was calculated. This shadow cone shape ca
used to obtain a simple and quick identification of theac’s as
follows. As shown in Fig. 7, ford530° the firstac514°
corresponds to focusing by first-layer atoms onto their fi
layer neighbors and the secondac550° corresponds to fo
cusing by first-layer atoms onto their second-layer neighb
this identifies thed530° direction as thê2̄11& azimuth. For
thed590° direction, the threeac’s observed are as follows
The first ac514° corresponds to focusing by first-layer a
oms onto their first-layer neighbors. The secondac530°
corresponds to focusing by first-layer atoms onto th
second-nearest neighbors located in the second-layer.
third ac572° corresponds to focusing by first-layer atom
onto the subsurface rows whose atoms are aligned along

FIG. 6. TOF-SARS spectra of 4 keV Ar scattering and recoiling from a16

SAM on Au$111% at u540 anda520° taken after different ion irradiation
doses: ~a! ,531013 ions/cm2, ~b! ;131014 ions/cm2, ~c! ;2
31014 ions/cm2, and~d! ;131015 ions/cm2.
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a andd direction. The high intensity of this peak is a resu
of the many scattering centers accessible to the beam at
angle. This identifies thed590° direction as thê1̄1̄2& azi-
muth.

2. Azimuthal angle d scans

The surface periodicities can be determined36 by moni-
toring the scattering or recoiling intensities as a function
the crystal azimuthal angled. The minima are coinciden
with low-index azimuths where the interatomic spacings
short and the surface atoms are inside of the shadowing
blocking cones cast by their aligned nearest neighbors,
sulting in low intensities. Asd is scanned, the atoms mov
out of the shadow cones along the intermediated directions
where the interatomic spacings are long, resulting in an
crease in intensity. The widths of the minima are related
the interatomic spacings along the particular direction. Wi
deep minima are expected from short interatomic spaci
because of the larger degree of rotation aboutd required for
atoms to emerge from neighboring shadows.

TOF spectra similar to those for clean Au~Fig. 4! were
obtained and the intensity of the scattering peak was plo
as a function ofd, as shown in Fig. 8. Thed scan for the Au
surface exhibits well-defined 120° periodicity with dee
wide minima along thed50 and 60° directions due to th
short first-layer interatomic spacings along these azimu
The minimum alongd530° is narrow and very shallow du
to the long first-layer interatomic spacings. The minim
alongd5230 and 90° are narrow due to the long first-lay
interatomic spacings along these azimuths and different f
those of thed530° direction due to the different second
and third-layer atomic arrangement. The incident angle
a514° used in thisd scan is high enough to allow the bea
to sample the second-layer atoms, thereby providing a
tinction between thed530 and thed5230 and 90° azi-

FIG. 7. Incident anglea scans of 4 keV Ne scattering intensity Au~s! along
two azimuthal directionsd530 and 90° on the clean Au$111% surface. The
positions of the critical incident anglesac , as determined by a simple
shadow cone analysis, are denoted by dashed lines. A simple shadow
analysis of the critical incident anglesac expected for 4 keV Ne scattering
along these two azimuths is shown as insets above the plots. These
represent planes that are perpendicular to the$111% surface and contain the
30 and 90° azimuths. Bulk interatomic spacings were used for these s
lations.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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muths. Schematic LEED patterns are shown above the
spective minima, illustrating the positions of the diffractio
spots obtained for the different crystal alignments. Each
azimuthal rotation corresponds to rotation of the LEED p
tern by 30°. The 120° repetition period of the LEED patte
is in agreement with the periodicity obtained from TO
SARS.

C. Azimuthal structure of the SAMs

Azimuthal scans were carried out on the SAMs in ord
to gain information on their surface azimuthal periodici
atomic structure, degree of order, and their relationship to
underlying Au structure. The TOF-SARS technique has b
widely used for surface structural studies of single-crys
materials, including mostly metal, semiconductor, and me
oxide surfaces.36 There are at least five major differenc
between these materials and SAMs that must be consid
for ion scattering. First, the SAMs have organiz
structures,5 but the flexible hydrocarbon chains do not po
sess the rigid order of single crystals. Second, the light H
C atoms have large vibrational amplitudes and rotational m
tions that tend to broaden the TOF spectra and thea andd
scans. Third, the light H, C, and F atoms are most efficien
detected as recoils since the Ar scattering cross section
C is small and the critical angles for single scattering
heavier projectile atoms are low. Also, the recoiling cro
sections themselves are small. Fourth, the SAMs are m
up of individual chains of organic molecules that are che
cally reactive. Fifth, ion-induced surface damage cannot
annealed as in metal and semiconductor crystals. In orde
obtain good azimuthal scans, one has to find a comprom
between a sufficient ion dose to obtain good statistics w
out causing degradation of the surface. Surface degrada
limits the number of azimuthal scans that can be perform
on a single sample.

1. The CH3(CH2)15SH/Au $111% SAM

A clear azimuthal anisotropy with a 60° periodicity wa
found for the C16 samples from both the H(r ) and C(r )

FIG. 8. Azimuthal angled scan of 4 keV Ne scattering intensity Au~s! from
the clean Au$111% surface. Incident anglea514; scattering angleu550°.
The orientations of the LEED patterns that correspond to the azimu
orientations of the sample at the positions of the observed minima are
cated on the figure.
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signals as shown in Fig. 9~a!. The d50° azimuth refers to
the ^1̄10& direction of the Au$111% substrate~Fig. 1!. The
H(r ) signal exhibits maxima every 60° which are shifted
30° with respect to the nearest-neighbor directions of the
substrate~Figs. 1 and 3!. The C(r ) signal exhibits minima
every 60° which coincide with the H(r ) maxima. We repro-
duced this result several times on three different C16 samples.
The same pattern was consistently observed, although
features weakened every time that the measurement wa
peated on a single sample, showing evidence of surface
radation under ion irradiation. The C(r ) maxima correspond
to the azimuths with the largest C–C interatomic spacin
~next-nearest-neighbor C atom directions! and the minima
correspond to the azimuths where C(r ) is severely blocked
due to short C–C interatomic spacings~nearest-neighbor C
atom directions!. H(r ) is primarily blocked by the heavier C
atoms, therefore the H(r ) minima correspond to directions o
alignment of C and H atoms. No azimuthal features w
observed at very low incident angles, i.e., less than 1
which indicates that the surface disorder and/or roughn
was sufficient to obliterate the azimuthal sensitivity for su
grazing trajectories.

Figure 9~b! shows the azimuthal anisotropy for Ar sca

al
i-

FIG. 9. Azimuthal angled scans using 4 keV Ar1 ions for ~a! H and C
recoiling intensities, H(r ) and C(r ), from the C16 surface withu550° and
~b! Ar multiple scattering intensity from carbon, C~ms!, on the C16 surface
with u540°. Incident anglea522°. The azimuthal referenced50° corre-
sponds to the Au$111% substratê 1̄10& direction.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tering with u540° from C atoms, i.e., the broad C~ms! fea-
ture from Fig. 5~d!. The azimuthal scan exhibits maxim
every 30°, coinciding with both the nearest-neighbor C at
and next nearest-neighbor C atom directions of the C16 SAM.
Unlike recoiling, multiple scattering collisions have the hig
est probability of occurring along the azimuthal directions
highest atomic density. This result is consistent with the
coiling data, showing that near-surface organization exist
the form of well-defined atomic rows of the molecular a
sorbates.

Interpreting the azimuthal scans from the C16 samples
presented in Fig. 9 is not straightforward and requires co
puter simulation. Nevertheless, a few important qualitat
conclusions may be drawn at this stage. First, the exten
the intensity variations with the azimuthal rotation~Fig. 9! is
small ~;10%! as compared to typical scans from sing
crystal metal surfaces~;70%!, such as the Au$111% substrate
~Fig. 8!. This indicates that, as expected, the surface is
ficiently organized to produce azimuthal anisotropy, but d
not possess the rigid ordering of metallic single crysta
Even if a perfect packing of the alkane chains is assumed
wagging motions of such flexible molecular chains can i
part large lateral and perpendicular displacements from
ideal lattice site positions. This disorder decreases the s
owing and blocking effects that produce the anisotropy in
d scans. The second conclusion concerns the C(r ) minima of
Fig. 9~a! which occur at 30° from the Au$111% nearest-
neighbor directions. From simple shadowing and block
arguments, a lower C(r ) intensity is expected along th
SAMs nearest-neighbor directions, i.e., the directions
shortest C–C spacings. This is fully consistent with previo
AFM10 and LEED studies19–21 that indicate a (A33A3)R30
adsorption of alkanethiols on Au$111%. Since the alkane
chains are believed to be tilted, there may be several dom
coexisting at the surface. With an Au$111% surface, six
equivalent tilting directions might be expected, which c
lead to six different domains for the SAMs.

2. The CH3(CH2)16SH/Au $111% SAM

The C17 molecules differ from the C16 molecules by one
additional methylene group in the chain. This is expected
modify the orientation of the end methyl groups at t
surface.5,37 The C17 samples were prepared and analyzed
exactly the same manner as the C16 samples, allowing a di-
rect comparison. Surprisingly, the azimuthal scans of th
C17 samples displayed very poor features. Representa
scans comparable to those of Fig. 9~a! and obtained unde
exactly the same conditions are shown in Fig. 10~a!. Note
that the intensity scale is expanded relative to Fig. 9~a!. The
H(r ) signal still shows weak maxima neard5230 and 30°
with possibly an intermediate maximum neard510. The
C(r ) signal shows an irregular variation, with weak minim
near 230, 30, and 90°. The overall intensities are mu
weaker than those observed for the C16 molecules and are
only slightly larger than the statistical fluctuations of t
measurement, which are of the order of a few percent. H
ever, these azimuthal variations are not totally random.
measurement was reproduced on three different samples
the scans were always similar; this argues against the p
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bility of having defective samples. The anisotropy in thed
scans was noticed only at the very beginning of ion irrad
tion. The data very quickly became isotropic by the seco
or third d scan, implying that any further disorder produc
at the surface makes structural measurements impossib
appears that, although the C16 and C17 SAMs differ by only
one methylene group, the extent of their surface azimu
periodicity as determined by TOF-SARS and their sensitiv
to irradiation by keV ions are markedly different.

3. The CF3(CH2)15SH/Au $111% SAM

The azimuthal scans in Fig. 10~b! obtained under the
same conditions as the other two SAMs show some w

FIG. 10. Azimuthal angled scans of H, C, and F recoiling intensities, H(r ),
C(r ), and F(r ), using 4 keV Ar1 ions from: ~a! the C17 surface withu
550 anda522°; ~b! the FC16 surface withu550 anda522°; ~c! the F(r )
intensity from the FC16 surface withu550 anda57 and 40°. The azi-
muthal referenced50° corresponds to the Au$111% substratê 1̄10& direc-
tion.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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variations of the H(r ), C(r ), and F(r ) signals. These signal
are lower along the 30 and 90° directions, which are
directions of the major orientations of the SAM molecu
chains. The scans of Fig. 10~c!, which were taken at grazing
incidence (a57°) and grazing exit (b510°) angles, also
show weak minima for F(r ) along these directions, but n
variation was measured for H(r ) and C(r ). At such a graz-
ing incidence, the ions will mainly probe the order of th
topmost layer, i.e., the order of the CF3 groups. The weak
minima observed in Fig. 10~c! are a direct result of the sur
face order possessed by the CF3 groups, i.e., these groups d
not assume random orientations. The observed features
cate that the packing of the FC16 SAM is consistent with that
of the hydrocarbon SAMs. Furthermore, this observation
consistent with previous AFM measurements7 which de-
tected similar packing structures of fully hydrogenated a
trifluoromethyl terminated 13 carbon atom SAMs. Monola
ers formed from fully fluorinated alkanethiols have be
shown to possess an altogether different packing structu10

V. CLASSICAL ION TRAJECTORY SIMULATIONS

Due to the complex nature of the surfaces of the SAM
it was necessary to use classical ion trajectory simulation
relate the experimental data to the surface structure.SARIC

was used for these simulations. The models tested w
based on a hexagonal lattice of molecular chains as
gested by our azimuthal scan of Fig. 9 and by other struct
studies38 of SAMs. A lattice parameter of 4.995 Å, which i
A3 times the Au$111% surface lattice parameter, was used a
the molecules were arranged in a (A33A3)R30 structure on
the surface. Each molecular chain was allowed three deg
of freedom as shown in Fig. 2: the molecular tilt anglel, the
molecular axis azimuthn, and the twist anglem.

A. TOF-SARS sampling depth on SAM surfaces

The first important question that needs to be answere
the sampling depth in the ion scattering measurements.
keV ions scatter from atomic cores, i.e., the nucleus plus c
electrons. Such atomic cores have radii of the order 0.1–
Å. Therefore the ‘‘ion’s eye view’’ of a (A33A3)R30° SAM
surface structure is an open lattice, with a nearest-neigh
distance of;5 Å, consisting of light atoms which do no
scatter the Ar ions efficiently~Fig. 3!. The ions are thus
expected to substantially probe the subsurface methy
groups below the terminating CH3 or CF3 groups. The depth
sensitivity of the scattering spectra was estimated by usin
model consisting of hypothetical crystalline alkanethiol film
of different chain lengths, starting from a single meth
group, i.e., SCH3, on Au$111%. For each new CH2 group
added to the molecular chain, the amount of H(r ) and C(r )
detected in the simulation was recorded using incident,
muthal, and scattering angles similar to those used in
experimental measurements. The difference between th
coiling yield for a chain with~n! C atoms and the yield for a
longer chain with (n11) C atoms, i.e., (I n112I n), gives the
amount of H(r ) and C(r ) generated from the additional sub
surface (n11)th-layer. The results of this calculation fo
two different azimuths are shown in Fig. 11. The atom
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layer of origin of the recoils is strongly dependent on t
beam azimuthal alignment. Most of the recoils origina
from the first four atomic layers and no significant sign
comes from below the seventh layer. The high recoil sig
from the third and fourth layers is due to focusing of t
incoming ions onto these layers by the SAM structure a
subsequent scattering from these layers. This is a direct re
of the ‘‘ion’s eye view’’ of the open nature of the SAM
structure as shown in Fig. 3. These simulations of the s
pling depth show that C16 SAMs can be modeled by usin
alkyl chains having only eight carbon atoms.

The experimental spectra of the SAMs in Fig. 5 show
scattering peak from the Au substrate for a fresh sam
This has been tested by simulating a C16 layer on a Au$111%
surface. The molecule was approximated by its carbon ba
bone without hydrogen, since hydrogen atoms do not p
duce any significant shadowing and blocking. The simula
TOF spectrum, shown in Fig. 12, does not exhibit any co
tribution from the Au substrate. The same simulation carr
out with only a seven carbon alkyl chain, however, exhibit
scattering peak from the Au substrate. Clearly, the 4 k
Ar1 ions are able to penetrate the seven atomic layers, w
they are scattered from the Au substrate, and then trav
the seven atomic layers again in order to be detected. T
measurement is consistent with the sampling depth sim
tions of Fig. 11.

B. Molecular chain configuration of the C 16 SAM

A major question concerns the configuration of the m
lecular chains. Since there are three anglesl, m, andn in-
volved in specifying the chain orientations, all possible p
mutations of the configurations of the chains could not
simulated. We have therefore selected a reasonable s
angles from those reported in previous studies1,5,38as a start-
ing point. The simulation is actually even more compl
since the individual chains have no symmetry. Although

FIG. 11. Fraction of H and C atoms recoiled by 4 keV Ar1 ions from the
first through the eight atomic layers of the C16 SAM with the beam aligned
along two different azimuthal directionsd515 and 240°.a522; u550°.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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surface lattice is hexagonal, a full azimuthal scan cover
d5360° is necessary for simulation. The results of the
simulations do not exhibit any periodicity on a scale of le
than 360°, in contrast to the 60° periodicity observed exp
mentally~Fig. 9!. This is direct evidence for the coexisten
of six equivalent domains on the surface, as the chains
assume six equivalent tilting directions on the Au$111% sur-
face. Each of these domains is tilted by some multiple of
with respect to the others. This situation was simulated
first calculating the asymmetrical fulld5360° azimuthal
scan representing a single domain. This single domain re
was then shifted by 60° five different times to represent
different domains. Assuming that each of the domains
equal probability, the results of the six individual azimuth
scans were added. The final result is an azimuthal scan
a 60° periodicity.

It is generally agreed1,5,38 that the molecular axis azi
muth n ~Fig. 3! is aligned with the SAMs next-neares
neighbor direction (n50°), corresponding to the substrate
nearest-neighbor direction, with a tilting angle in th
range12,17,18,22–24 of l;27– 37°; calculations were per
formed forl530 and 35°. Calculations were also perform
for two different molecular axis azimuths,n50 and 30°.
Only the 0° direction was found to provide agreement w
the experimental data. The next step was to vary the tw
anglem. Three configurations were tested:~1! untwisted (m
50°), with the molecular plane perpendicular to the surfa
~2! twisted bym555°, which is a twist of the alkane crys
talline phase, and~3! a fully twisted molecule (m590°).
The simulation using configuration number~2! with m
555°, shown in Fig. 13~a!, was the only one that provided

FIG. 12. Simulated TOF-SARS spectra for SAMs composed of molec
chains containing 7 carbon layers and 16 carbon layers. No hydrogen a
were included in the chains. Primary ions 4 keV Ar1; a522; u540°.
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good match for the experimental data of Fig. 9~a!. These
final simulated scans were also obtained by mixing the t
equivalent twist rotations, i.e.,m555 and255°. Energeti-
cally a clockwise or a counterclockwise twist of the sam
amplitude are exactly equivalent and are equally likely
occur. Better agreement with the experimental data is
tained by using this assumption. The H(r ) maxima along the
nearest-neighbor directions are accurately reproduced in

r
ms

FIG. 13. SARIC simulations of the azimuthal angled scans of H(r ) and C(r )
from C16 SAMs using 4 keV Ar1 ions. The angles defining the configura
tions were:~a! l530 and 35,n50, m50°; ~b! l535, n50, m555°; ~c!
l535, n50, m590°. The experimental data from Fig. 9 are shown f
comparison.a522; u550°.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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13~a!, and even the small secondary maxima at 0 and 60°
confirmed. The C(r ) scan is also well reproduced, with wid
minima coinciding with the H(r ) maxima and wide maxima
centered aroundd50 and 60°. The simulation withl535°
provides slightly better agreement with the experimental d
than the one withl530°.

The simulation using configuration number~1!, i.e., the
untwisted model, is shown in Fig. 13~b!; it provides poor
agreement with the experimental scan. It shows abnorm
high H(r ) intensity at 0 and 60° and incorrect variations
the C(r ) intensity. The simulation using configuration num
ber ~3!, i.e., the fully twisted case, is shown in Fig. 13~c!; it
is also unrealistic, exhibiting high C(r ) maxima where
minima are observed experimentally in Fig. 9~a!.

C. Configuration of the methyl groups at the surface
of the C 16 SAM

The positions of the three hydrogen atoms of the met
groups were arbitrarily fixed in the above simulations. T
exact configuration of these methyl groups at the surface
the possibility of their free rotation about the C–C ax
should be distinguishable, since these methyl groups con
ute to about one-third of the total H(r ) signal~Fig. 5!. If the
C3 axis of the methyl group is perpendicular to the surfa
there would be no anisotropy in the H(r ) scans, whether the
group is fixed or freely rotating, because the H atoms wo

FIG. 14. SARIC simulations of azimuthal angled scans of H(r ) from a
methyl group tilted by 31°~a! in a single domain and~b! in six equivalent
domains that are rotated by 60° from each other.a522; u550°.
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be above the surface and out of the range of the C a
shadowing and blocking cones. If the axis is tilted with r
spect to the surface, there would be strong shadowing
blocking of the H atoms lying in the lower part of the meth
group near the surface by the C atoms since the C–H b
length is only 1.07 Å. According to the previous model, t
methyl group in a C16 chain is tilted by;31° from the sur-
face normal. In order to verify this, eight fixed meth
groups, each one rotated by 15° from the previous one
cover the 120° symmetry of the methyl group, were crea
for simulation. A completed5360° azimuthal scan was the
calculated for each configuration. Finally, all of these sca
were normalized over the number of incident projectiles a

FIG. 15. SARIC simulations of azimuthal angled scans using 4 keV Ar1

ions: ~a! H(r ) and C(r ) from a C17 chain with tilt anglel535, molecular
azimuth directionn50, and twist anglem555°. ~b! H(r ) from a methyl
group tilted by 61° in a single domain.~c! H(r ) from a methyl group tilted
by 61° in six equivalent domains that are rotated by 60° from each ot
a522; u550°.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 16. Models of the C16 and C17 SAMs on Au show-
ing the orientations of the ‘‘ring’’ of H atom density a
the terminal methyl groups.
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added, simulating the azimuthal scan of a freely rotat
tilted methyl group and its corresponding ‘‘ring’’ of H atom
density. As can be seen in Fig. 14~a!, the H(r ) scan from a
methyl group tilted 31° is highly anisotropic. The intensity
lower in a wide sector around the tilt direction, i.e.,d
;97°. This corresponds to shadowing of the lower part
the methyl H atom ‘‘ring’’ by the C atoms. Similarly, th
intensity is lower in a wide sector around the direction o
posite to the tilting direction, i.e.,d;277°, due to blocking
of H(r ) from the lower part of the ring by the C atoms. Th
recoiling intensity is highest in two narrow sectors perpe
dicular to the tilt direction, i.e., 0 and 180°, because no e
cient shadowing or blocking by the methyl C atoms occurs
these directions. Finally, it is necessary to consider the e
tence of six domains at the surface, which means six dif
ent tilting directions. The final scan, obtained by adding
scans from the six domains, is given in Fig. 14~b!. Clearly, a
freely rotating methyl group at the surface whose axis
tilted by 31° from the normal leads to H(r ) maxima corre-
sponding to the experimental observation of Fig. 9~a!. Such
simulations for methyl groups with fixed positions of the
atoms do not provide azimuthal features in agreement w
Fig. 9~a!.

The simulated total amount of H(r ) recoiled from the
methyl groups accounts for;30% of the amount of H(r )
recoiled from the entire chain, which is consistent with t
estimation made from the FC16 spectrum of Fig. 5~c!.

D. Simulations of the C 17 SAM

In order to simulate the C17 SAM, a molecular chain
containing nine carbon atoms, CH3~CH2!8SH, was con-
structed. The molecular configuration was assumed to
main the same, i.e.,l535°, m5655, andn50°. The ma-
jor difference from the C16 SAM is that the end methyl group
of the C17 SAM is tilted by the larger angle of 61° with
respect to the surface normal. As previously, six domains
assumed, with two equivalent twists. The calculated a
muthal scans for C(r ) and H(r ) are shown in Fig. 15~a!. No
comparison is shown with the experimental data of F
10~a! since the observed experimental variations were
tremely weak. The C(r ) anisotropy is clearly much less pro
nounced for this odd chain case than for the even chain
of Figs. 9, 13, and 14, and no minimum is observed along
SAMs nearest-neighbor directionsd50 and 60°; instead
maxima are calculated along these two directions. This d
Downloaded 22 May 2001 to 129.116.78.131. Redistribution subject to A
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matic decrease of the C(r ) anisotropy agrees with the wea
azimuthal pattern observed experimentally in Fig. 10~a!. The
intensity changes fall below the statistical fluctuations of
method and no clear reproducibled scan was obtained. Th
reason for such weak azimuthal features from the C17 SAM
is that, due to the large tilt angle of the methyl groups,
methyl C atoms and the adjacent second-layer methylen
atoms exist in planes that are separated by only;0.6 Å.
Since the C atoms in both of these planes are approxima
equally accessible for recoiling, and they occupy differe
azimuthal positions, the resulting azimuthal features are
distinct. The simulated H(r ) azimuthal variations, however
display maxima along the SAMs nearest-neighbor directi
@Fig. 15~a!#, although they are slightly less pronounced th
in the even chain case. These maxima were measured ex
mentally @Fig. 10~a!#, although they were not as clear as
the C16 case. Other less intense maxima were observedd
530 and 90° that are not suggested by the simulation.

The freely rotating methyl group was also simulated
the C17 case by following the same procedure as befo
Since the group is highly tilted, the azimuthal scan is n
very different from that of the even chain situation as sho
in Fig. 15~b!. The intensity fluctuates irregularly, with a dee
minimum along the tilting direction. The fluctuations a
partly due to the discrete nature of the calculation and wo
vanish if a larger number of configurations were included
the simulation. When considering the usual six different d
mains, the simulation produces pronounced H(r ) azimuthal
features, with maxima every 30° as shown in Fig. 15~c!. This
simulation provides a reasonable match for the experime
d scan of Fig. 10~a!, which also exhibits maxima at approx
mately every 30°. The minor minima observed in the sim
lation of Fig. 15~c! at 0 and 30° are not observed in th
experimental scan of Fig. 10~a!. These results indicate tha
most of the H(r ) anisotropy comes from the surface meth
groups.

E. Simulations of the FC 16 SAM

Extensive simulations were not carried out for FC16

since the experimental data of Figs. 10~b! and 10~c! exhib-
ited such weak azimuthal variations. We did, however, p
form simulations for fixed and freely rotating CF3 groups.
Angular parameters similar to those used in Sec. V C for16
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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were used for CF3, including a CF3 group tilt angle of 31°.
Such simulations with fixed positions of the F atoms in t
CF3 groups exhibited a high degree of anisotropy, incons
tent with the weak variations of Figs. 10~b! and 10~c!. This
anisotropy could only be dampened by assuming a fre
rotating CF3 group as for the CH3 group of Sec. V C.

VI. DISCUSSION

Some outstanding questions concerning SAMs can
addressed from the experimental and simulated results
sented here. Interpretation of these results provides an un
standing of some of the structural features characteristi
SAMs on gold. Unlike the highly ordered single-cryst
samples to which the TOF-SARS technique is usually
plied, the SAMs consist of an assembly of flexiblemol-
ecules. Models of the C16 and C17 SAMs are shown in Fig.
16. A schematic drawing of the model proposed for the16

SAMs is given in Fig. 3 as an ‘‘ion’s eye view’’ of the
structure, i.e., the positions of the atomic cores as exp
enced by the incoming keV ions. As indicated from this fi
ure, due to the tilt angle of the SAMs, the cores of the
atoms are directly exposed to the surface normal down to
twelfth layer of C atoms from the surface. It is therefo
possible for a keV ion incident at the surface normal to ma
direct scattering collisions with sub-end group C and H
oms as deep as the twelfth layer. Such deep layer collis
are not very probable in our case because of the low incid
beam anglea and scattering angleu used in the measure
ments. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 11, most of the reco
atoms come from the outermost four atomic layers.

The results of the azimuthal alignment measurement
Secs. IV B and C show that the molecular chains are til
along the SAMs next-nearest-neighbor directions, which
the nearest-neighbor direction, i.e., the^1̄10& azimuth, of the
Au$111% substrate. Our recent study28 of methanethiol on
Pt$111% showed that this simplest prototypical alkaneth
chemisorbs above the fcc threefold site. This site is con
tent with azimuthal alignments found herein, suggesting t
these longer chain alkanethiols also chemisorb above the
sites on Au$111%. Forthcoming studies of methanethiol a
sorbed on Au$111% will further explore this issue.

Two quasiindependent systems must be considered
structural analysis of these monolayer assemblies: the i
vidual alkyl chains and the lattice formed by an assembl
of these chains. The shadowing and blocking effects
take place within these two quasi-independent structural
tems are different. Intramolecular effects occur between
closely spaced atoms, 1.54 for C–C and 1.08 Å for C–H
a single molecule. Intermolecular effects occur between
oms of the different molecules which are separated by
least 5 Å. The nature of the order within each system is a
different. The atoms building up the individual molecul
chains are almost fixed due to the strong C–H and C
bonds, although phenomena such asgauchedefects must be
considered. In contrast, the molecular chain units are flex
near the surface, allowing both lateral ‘‘wagging’’ motio
~and hence a quasidisordering of the hexagonal lattice! as
well as perpendicular motion.
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These different degrees of order pose major limitatio
for the structural analysis and the simulations. Only isotro
displacements of the target atoms can be varied in theSARIC

program, which is suitable for simulating the thermal vibr
tions in a monoatomic crystal. In the SAMs, there are sm
vibrational amplitudes of the atoms making up the cha
that are coupled to the larger translational motions of
flexible chains themselves. The simulations herein were p
formed with isotropic vibrational atomic displacements
0.1 Å, which is equivalent to freezing the molecular trans
tional motions, but allowing some small bond length var
tions in the form of vibrational amplitudes inside the chain
The flexibility of the molecular chains near the surface
therefore neglected, which limits the accuracy of the simu
tions. Introducing larger vibrational amplitudes would b
even less realistic, since this would ignore the influence
the chemical bonds of the molecules as well as the van
Waals stabilization associated with interchain interaction5

In the ion scattering experiments detailed herein,
ions reach the surface at an incidence anglea522° and
produce recoils of C and H atoms from the methyl grou
and from several methylene groups further below the s
face. The trajectories of the H(r ) recoils from the methyl
groups will not interact with the neighboring molecul
chains since they leave at an exit angle of 28°. These rec
will then carry the signature of the methyl group azimuth
anisotropy. The trajectories of the H(r ) recoils from the me-
thylene groups below the surface, however, will be close
the atoms of neighboring molecular chains and will inter
with them. Due to the flexibility of these chains, the anis
ropy of these subsurface recoils will be attenuated in
experiments and will be overestimated in the simulations
careful examination of some of the H(r ) trajectories from the
methylene groups shows strong focusing effects by C ato
of neighboring chains. These effects will be strongly dep
dent on the movements or translational motion of the m
lecular chains away from their ideal lattice positions. The
fore, the azimuthal anisotropy of the H(r ) from the surface
methyl groups, which accounts for about 30% of the to
observed H(r ) intensity, is not affected by this lattice diso
der. As a result, the simulations will exaggerate the anis
ropy due to the molecular chain organization, but will pr
vide reliable anisotropies for the topmost atoms of t
SAMs. The H(r ) anisotropy produced by the surface meth
groups should, therefore, account for much more than 3
of the total observed variation.

Some experimental facts support this assumption. F
although the simulations reproduce the main features of
azimuthal scans, the simulated amplitude of the variation
two to three times larger than expected experimental am
tudes, as a result of the surface disorder. This is particul
prominent at grazing incidence or exit angles where o
weak anisotropy, if any, was measured. For such conditio
the scattering and recoiling intensities become very sens
to the surface corrugation due to the tilt angle of the mole
lar chains. Second, the C(r ) anisotropy was always found t
be more sensitive to the radiation induced damage than
H(r ) anisotropy, and in many cases the H(r ) anisotropy
could still be observed when the C(r ) signal showed no dis-
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tinct features. Trajectory analyses show that almost all
C(r ) anisotropic features are produced by shadowing
blocking effects between neighboring molecular chains. T
C(r ) intensity from the topmost carbon layer was found
be largely isotropic. Hence the C(r ) intensity variations re-
flect the degree of organization of the molecular chains of
SAMs, and these variations are attenuated as the struc
degrades and becomes more disordered. Third, for both
C16 and C17 SAMs, the best agreement between the exp
mental and simulated data is obtained with a freely rotat
methyl group.

When comparing the C16 and C17 SAMs, we would ex-
pect there to be little difference in the order or crystallinity
the two films. Furthermore, due to the fact that the C17 SAMs
possess an additional methylene group~and thus additiona
van der Waals stabilization5!, we might expect these SAM
to exhibit more order than the C16 SAMs. However, the C16

azimuthal scans exhibit sharp features while the C17 azi-
muthal scans exhibit weak features. The weak features o
C17 SAM are believed to be caused by the large tilt angle
its methyl groups~;61°!, which results in a spacing of onl
;0.6 Å between the first two C layers as described in S
V D. Furthermore, while the FC16 SAMs possess well or
dered structure @as judged by surface infrared~IR!
spectroscopy39#, these SAMs exhibit the weakest azimuth
features of all. These results reveal a basic limitation
TOF-SARS: since it is a real-space technique, it cannot
cern the structures of systems with large unit cells or syst
with many inequivalent atoms in a unit cell. The short firs
second-layer C spacing with C atoms at different azimut
positions in the C17 SAM and the heavy F atoms of the tilte
CF3 group at different heights above the surface in the F16

SAM present structures which are currently at the limitatio
of the TOF-SARS technique.

One intriguing observation is that the C16 SAMs appear
to damage less readily than the C17 SAMs upon exposure to
keV ions. Since the TOF-SARS technique samples only
outermost portion of the films, these observations might s
gest a relationship between damage susceptibility and
orientation of the terminal methyl C–H or C–C bonds. If th
interpretation proves to be correct, terminal group orientat
might become an important consideration in applicatio
where SAMs are used as protective coatings.40 The FC16

SAM exhibits a high susceptibility to damage by the ke
ions; however, this is not surprising since fluorocarbons
generally41 sensitive to radiation damage.

VII. SUMMARY

The final proposed model for the SAMs derived fro
our ion scattering and trajectory simulation studies can
summarized as follows. The alkyl chains chemisorb with
S atoms situated above the fcc threefold sites of the Au$111%
surface to form a continuous film with a (A33A3)R30°
structure that fully covers the Au surface. These films
sufficiently organized to produce azimuthal anisotropy in
scattering measurements. For most of the conditions u
herein, the scattered and recoiled signals originate from
outermost five–six atomic layers. The molecular axis a
muth (n50°) of the SAMs is directed along the Au sub
Downloaded 22 May 2001 to 129.116.78.131. Redistribution subject to A
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strate nearest-neighbor direction^1̄10&, which is the SAMs
next-nearest-neighbor direction. A tilt angle of;35° with
respect to the surface normal is found to be consistent w
the data. This tilt angle results in direct exposure of the
atomic cores to the surface normal down to the twel
atomic layer. The molecular planes are also twisted by;55°
with respect to a plane normal to the surface. Six doma
corresponding to the six tilt directions of the molecul
chains, coexist and two equivalent twist orientations~655°!
are consistent with the data. The results do not indic
whether these two orientations can be found in one dom
as previously suggested,12,13 or whether each domain ha
only one twist orientation. For even chains, the methyl gro
is tilted with respect to the normal by;31°; for odd chains,
the methyl group is tilted with respect to the normal
;61°. Both types of methyl groups are freely rotating. The
differences in the methyl tilt angle lead to dramatic chang
in the anisotropic patterns of the ion scattering azimuthad
scans due to the extreme surface sensitivity of the techni
the C16 SAM exhibits sharp anisotropicd patterns while the
C17 SAM exhibits weak anisotropy in thed patterns. These
weak patterns from the C17 SAM are most likely due to the
short interlayer spacing between the first–second-layer C
oms resulting from the large tilt angle of the methyl group
The C16 SAM is considerably more resistant to radiatio
damage from the incident Ar1 beams than the C17 or the
FC16 SAMs; the origin of these differences is not read
apparent. Azimuthal features were discernible from the d
of the CF3 terminated SAM at grazing incidence or ex
angles, indicating that the CF3 groups at the surface form a
ordered structure. The observed features indicate that
packing of the FC16 SAM is consistent with that of the hy
drocarbon SAMs and that the CF3 groups are freely rotating
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